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ABSTRACT 

The kinetic stability of proteins is a highly relevant field of study that 

influences many diseases and other important issues that is unfortunately not 

explored in depth enough due to difficulty in probing and quantifying kinetic 

stability.  The kinetic stability of proteins is due to a large energy of activation 

barrier that separates the native state from unfolded and partially unfolded 

states.  Having a large energy of activation barrier provides the proteins the 

ability to retain biological function during a physiological time scale.  Kinetic 

stability is extremely important in many physiological situations, as many human 

diseases are known to be associated with protein misfolding.  However, the 

methods used to experimentally quantify kinetic stability have major limitations.  

In our recently developed method, S-TraP, we created a simple assay involving 

the time dependant SDS-trapping of proteins at elevated temperatures in order 

to probe and analyze the kinetic stability of the proteins. An Eyring plot is 

created to extrapolate the results and obtain the unfolding rate of a protein at 

physiological temperature.  Providing a more accessible and advantageous 

method to measure kinetic stability is important to advance research on 

kinetically stable proteins.  In this thesis, five diverse proteins have been 

analyzed using S-TraP to probe and quantify their kinetic stability in order to 

show the robustness of this assay.  Results obtained compare favorably to values 

obtained by others and shows the ability of S-TraP as a reliable and validated 

method to quantify the kinetic stability of proteins. 


